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A man who uses (or has skill with) magic, mystic items, and magical and mystical practices. (Can we date
this quote?) Dryden The wily wizard must be caught.Â· One who is especially skilled or unusually talented in
a particular field. He was a financial wizard, capable of predicting the movements of the stock markets.Â·
(computing) A ...
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Wile E. Coyote (also known simply as "the Coyote") and the Road Runner are a duo of cartoon characters
from the Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies series of cartoons.
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Pocket Dragon Adventures was a short-lived 1996 syndicated animated series, based on the Pocket Dragon
character created by artist Real Musgrave, best known from Pocket Dragons figurines also based on his
work.
Pocket Dragon Adventures - Wikipedia
This delightful, fast moving and witty play is suitable for a wide spectrum of audience age range. However,
since the dialogue is comically pseudo-Shakespearean, it is most effective (and fun) and appropriate for older
children and performers.
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2010, Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian, 4 Feb 2010: To escape a violent beating from sailors to whom he has
sold a non-functioning car, Jerry takes his stepfamily for a holiday in a trailer park miles away, where,
miraculously, young Nick meets a very pretty young woman called Sheeni, played by Portia Doubleday.
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Snapegirlkmf is a fanfiction author that has written 181 stories for Harry Potter, Star Wars, Dragonriders of
Pern series, Mythology, Greek Mythology, Young Riders, Once Upon a Time, Avengers, Thor, Journey into
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Mystery, and Sandman.
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Available both as Web pages (click the title) and, in a few cases) as PDF files for easier printing (click PDF)
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This web site curates (hilariously unsuccessful) attempts at ADVANCE FEE FRAUD. [If you're already hip,
skip to the scambaits] The sender claims to be a bureaucrat, banker or royal toadie, wanting to move vast
sums into your hands, honestly or otherwise.
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Tangram Puzzles (Jan 14, 2019) - Learn to make the tangram puzzle game that originated in China during
the 1800's. It is a puzzle that requires imagination and creativity.
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The definitive site on the ancient art of Sword Swallowing and the Internet's most comprehensive list of
Sword Swallowers past and present.
Sword Swallowers Association International (SSAI) Sword
Egil's Saga. 1893 translation into English by W. C. Green from the original Icelandic 'Egils saga
SkallagrÃ-mssonar'. Chapter 1 - Of Kveldulf and his sons.
Egil's Saga - Icelandic Saga Database
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